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ALGARVE’S ROTA DO PETISCO 2020 
[Regulation of the Participant] 

  
1. Introduction 

The Rota do Petisco is an organization of the Teia D’Impulsos Association (TDI), which              
has the support of several public and private entities. This initiative appeared in             
Portimão in 2011 with the aim of boosting local restaurants and commerce, foster             
social and cultural animation and enrich the tourist offer in the localities adherents. In              
2020, in its 10th year of existence, the Rota do Petisco (RP) will run in a single edition                  
throughout the Algarve between 11th of  September and 11th of October 2020. 

 

2. Conditions of participation of the Commercial Establishments 
2.1. According to the objectives of the Rota do Petisco, participants are invited to              
participate in this initiative commercial establishments with the following types: catering           
and drinks (restaurants, snack bars and the like) and beverage establishments (pastry            
shops and the like), hereinafter referred to only by establishments. The selection of             
participating establishments is the exclusive responsibility of the Rota do Petisco           
organization, with the selection of establishments offering traditional cuisine or regional           
pastry recognized quality. 

 
3. Rota do Petisco Operation 
3.1. During the ongoing period of the Rota do Petisco, each establishment will present              
one special menu, The Rota Menu. It can be distinguished by two modalities: “Petisco”              
and “Regional Sweet”. 
 
3.2. The operating schedule of RP it’s the participant establishment’s responsibility. 
 
3.3. In the “Petisco” modality, the Rota Menu is composed by the main course (petisco)               
and a drink, with a price per unit of 3€. The choice of the drink by the customer is                   
optional, following the establishment’s beverage selection, that has to include wine,           
beer, bottled water or juice or refrigerant. 
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3.4. In the “Regional Sweet” modality, the Rota Menu is made up of a dessert (cake,                
slice of cake or other dessert) and a drink and always has a unit price of 2€. The                  
people’s choice of drink is optional among a set selected by the establishment, which              
will have to include bottled water, a juice or soda or a cafeteria drink. 

 
3.5. In this 10th edition, the 10 Stars of Rota do Petisco 2020 will be elected by the                  
selected participants of the RP. The customers will vote in two categories: Best Rota              
Menu, where they will evaluate the quality of the menu, and, Best Rota Spirit, where               
they will evaluate the environment, customer service, animation and decoration of the            
establishment for the RP. In the end, it will be revealed the winning establishments as               
Stars of Rota. 
 
3.6. RP’s organization isn’t held responsible for any conflict created among the            
participant’s consumers and establishments that don’t have direct contact with the RP’s            
organization. 

 

4. Rota Menus and Parallel Rota’s Selection 
4.1. The Rota Menu will have to correspond to a Petisco or Sweet of the traditional                
regional’s gastronomy, or it has to be an innovative offer that has the local products as                
main ingredients. 

4.2. The Rota Menu of the Petisco Modality that have vegetarian plates, will be              
identified in the passport with a specific icon – Vegetarian Stamp. 
4.3. The participant establishments can even choose to integrate the Route of the Little              
Ones. In addition to the Rota Menu, interested parties can present a daily alternative              
menu – Little Ones Rota Menu (petisco or sweet with non alcoholic drinks) – which is                
attractive to the youngest, that can be sold only to minors under 16 years old, with the                 
same price unit of the Rota Menu. 

4.4. Beyond the traditional segment of Rota do Petisco, the establishments can even             
participate in an alternative modality: Chef’s Rota. Like in the traditional segment, in             
the Chef’s Rota, there is the Petisco and Sweet Modality. The Chef´s Rota Menu will               
have the author’s petisco or sweet, which means an original creation for the RP, with               
the regional’s Algarve products as main ingredients. In the passport, beyond the            
establishment, the creator Chef of the menu will also be identified. 

 

5. Rota do Petisco execution by the customers 
5.1. The participation in the RP is open to everyone that moves to the participant               
establishments and presents the respective Rota’s Passport, which is mandatory,          
personal and non transmissible. Children until 12 years old don´t need to possess the              
passport, as long as they are accompanied by an adult holder of a valid passport.  

5.2. The Rota Menu’s consumption in the participant establishments, at the promotional            
price of the RP, can only be carried out with the presentation of the respective               
passport. 

5.3. The Rota do Petisco organization is responsible for the preparation and distribution 
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of the RP Passport. This will be for sale in the various participating establishments and               
can also be purchased online, at a cost of € 1.50, value of which reverts to the Charity                  
Trail 2020. The amount of payment will be collected in the “Mealheiros da Rota”. The               
amount collected will be donated to social solidarity projects supported by Charity Trail             
2020, which were selected through an application process with evaluation by an            
external jury. 

5.4. The Passport includes an area for the stamp that identifies the places where              
participants “snacked”. When acquiring the Rota Menu, the person receives a stamp            
that it will stick in your Passport at the respective location, thus documenting that              
already snacked on that establishment, each RP participant may complete a form or             
more passports. 

5.5. A client may consume the same Rota Menu for more than one using your               
passport. However, for passport validation purposes, and application of point 5.7 of this             
regulation, only one stamp will be counted by each establishment, regardless of the             
number of times the respective Rota Menu has been consumed. 
5.6. By collecting at least 12 stamps in the RP Passport, the participant qualifies for the                
2020 Rota do Petisco prizes that will be subsequently drawn among the participants             
who have validated their passports. In 2020, in order to qualify to win one of the RP                 
prizes, participants will have to take photos to the passport pages with at least 12               
stamps and send to premios.rotadopetisco@gmail.com or via WhatsApp 910 174 814.           
You can apply up to 10 working days after the end of Rota do Petisco. The winners                 
cannot be members of the organization. Prizes must be claimed until 31st of December              
2020 in a location to be disclosed by the Organization. 

 

6. Final Arrangements 
6.1. The RP’s organization has the right to, in cases of compelling reasons, introduce              
alterations to this regulation, that will be properly published in the website page             
www.rotadopetisco.com. 

6.2. More information about Rota do Petisco will be available on the website pages              
www.teiadimpulsos.pt and www.rotadopetisco.com. Any additional questions should be        
sent to the organization's email rotadopetisco@teiadimpulsos.pt.  

6.3. This regulation is governed by the dictates of mutual trust among the organization,              
the establishments and the participating consumers of the RP, so it should be             
interpreted and fulfilled. 
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